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This first purely instrumental single sets the tone for the Origin of Luv project. 
While this Amapiano track sounds dark, its groove allows it to evolve into a powerful and poignant track.
While it may symbolise toxic love, it also represents a more positive view of everyday struggles. As LUVANGA says 
of the track, "Punk Luv represents the acceptance of life's dissonances.
As the keyboard takes up this quasi-dissonant loop, this track forces us to reflect on the difficulties of life and 
suggests that, rather than fighting them, we should handle them in our own way and learn to deal with them.
The unfolding of the track leads us to a finale reminding us that an originally negative element can in fact The unfolding of the track leads us to a finale reminding us that an originally negative element can in fact 
become positive, like in life there is always a solution...

Punk Luv- 24TH FEBRUARY2023

If in the order of the album Amen is found towards the end, it is not without a reason. 
This track perfectly carries its title by inviting us above all to meditation. Highly spiritual, this track uses this 

powerful and meaningful word to take the listener into a world of elevation. 
With airy sounds, LUVANGA plunges the listener into a perosnal awareness.

Tinged with Afrohouse sounds, enhanced by high-pitched guitar riffs, this track will transport you to a gentle but 
intense introspection, ending on spacey notes to complete this levitating journey...

amen17TH MARCH 2023 -

The opening track of the album, Licolo ("above" in Lingala) is above all a hymn to joy!
If this track will undoubtedly make you want to dance, Sekzy's voice will put a smile on your face as you sing the 
chorus of this very catchy single.
From the beginning to the end of the song, LUVANGA and Sekzy invite us to simply let go, step back and enjoy what 
life has to offer...

licolo- 31ST MARCH 2023

If this song was chosen to be the subject of a video clip shot in Senegal, it is not by chance.
It is a love song, more precisely about a couple... Indeed, this Amapiano track with its pop accents depicts the 

story of a couple in crisis.
But rather than confronting the difficulties head on, we see a duo who decide to fight to consolidate their love. It 

is with wisdom and reflection that the couple moves forward to get through the trials.
LUVANGA offers us here a piece that takes us from light to serious moods, passing through aerial moments of LUVANGA offers us here a piece that takes us from light to serious moods, passing through aerial moments of 

relief as if it were the resolution of a conflict.
Because in the end, as in music, emotions guide decisions, and no matter the outcome, this track reminds us that 

there is nothing more beautiful than crying for the efforts that love leads us to make.
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https://www.instagram.com/luvanga.luv/
https://www.tiktok.com/@luvanga
https://www.facebook.com/LUVANGA.Luv
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https://music.apple.com/fr/artist/luvanga/1516527922?l=en
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